LEADING TECHNOLOGY
TO PRINT THE FUTURE.
HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, INKS, CUSTOMER SERVICE

AND DESIGN SUPPORT.

TECGLASS MEANS ALL INCLUSIVE PRINTING SOLUTIONS.
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Tecglass and the Fenzi Group.
A game-changing partnership.

Mutual understanding and shared goals bring you the most advanced technologies and the strategic
vision of a true market leader. Two businesses combined, driven not only by a strong propensity for
innovation and the quest for quality, but also by a complete and unique specialization in the world of
the most fascinating material: glass.
Since its inception in 2002, Tecglass has focused on glass decoration by introducing lines of machines
engineered to improve the results that could be achieved across a vast array of applications.
In 2006, Tecglass took a leap in innovation and began developing its range of digital printing machines
for ceramic inks with the vision of offering its clients fast, efficient means of applying graphic designs,
photographic images, and a range of decorative motifs directly onto glass.
In 2016, this outstanding company became part of the Fenzi Group, a market leader that needs no
introduction. A name consistently synonymous with absolute dedication and a single-minded focus on
flat glass processing. This merger marked the onset of some radically new scenarios for the entire flat
glass industry.
Companies and trade professionals interested in this particular kind of glass processing now have a
new combination of services and products – machines, inks, tools, software - that meet the needs of
designers and architects both in terms of aesthetic
results and the means to produce them.
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Beneﬁts only a Tecglass machine can provide.
VDS – 7 levels of drop size.
Power + Precision = flexibility.
VDS allows for precision printing, ideal for very high resolutions,
using very small drops (12 pl), but it is also more powerful and therefore
faster for jobs requiring high opacity using large
and precise drops (84 pl). There are another five drop levels between the
two extremes to perform a variety of jobs, combining precision and speed.
This eliminates the need for reconfiguring the print head or setting new
colors to obtain the best results in the shortest possible time.
High Flowrate recirculation system.
No need to clean the heads.
Our exclusive system eliminates ink settling, with the extremely practical
advantage that you never, ever have to clean the heads. It is no longer
necessary to carry out this operation every day or at every pause. Our
system is extremely reliable because it keeps the heads in optimum
working condition. The automatic low flowrate ink recirculation systems
need to be cleaned, even during the production process, depending on
the most-used colors. Only a high flowrate system can ensure savings in
both time and money, and also deliver impeccable results.
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SDT – Simultaneous drying technology.
Achieve higher quality.
All of our machines come standard with the SDT simultaneous
drying system.
Print quality is vastly increased with SDT technology – printing
and drying occur simultaneously. This is another exclusive system
that you will only find on Tecglass machines.
TCPT – Two- color printhead technology.
2.000 nozzles, 1.440 dpi, maximum productivity.
All Tecglass machines are equipped also with the latest and most versatile
two-color printhead technology. The printheads have 2000 nozzles and jet
one color at 720 dpi native resolution or two colors at 360 dpi each. This
solution, combined with Tecglass technology, guarantees and delivers top
quality and efficiency on every print job.
Tecglass machines never stoop to compromise. Unbelievable definition
– a remarkable 1440 dpi – was engineered into even the earliest models.
Only Tecglass has consistently made such high definition fundamental
from the outset.
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Vitro Jet D TYPE

All print solutions in a stand-alone model.
Ultra-high precision and utmost quality printing in a single machine, perfect for printing all types of graphic and
patterns or photo-realistic images.
Extremely simplified manual positioning, loading and unloading of glass sheets.
Instantaneous glass printing and drying up to 12 sqm/hour: the glass is immediately ready for tempering.

AVAILABLE VARIABLES:
Vitro Jet D Type 25/16

Max Glass size 2.500 x 1.600 mm

Vitro Jet D Type 33/16

Max Glass size 3.300 x 1.600 mm

Vitro Jet D Type 33/22

Max Glass size 3.300 x 2.200 mm

Printing
speed:
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Maximum yield, thanks to the SDT system, that can
reach print speeds of 12 sqm/hour for all graphic
processes and at different resolutions.
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Vitro Jet I TYPE

Industrial machine at a competitive price.
Highly durable suction conveyor system precisely and safely moves glass, even the thickest
and largest glass sheets.
Sturdy, solid structure maintains the highest levels of performance over time.
Split Head Technology (SHT) for one-pass printing of a different image on each side of the
glass sheet.
3 different configurations of the print line and optional upgrades: from basic
to top-of-the-line configuration.
Multicolor printing

Printing
speed:

Single pass printing at 360 dpi up to 120 sqm/hour.
Double pass printing at 720 dpi up to 90 sqm/hour
4 pass printing at 1080 dpi up to 40 sqm/hour.
6 pass printing at 1440 dpi up to 25 sqm/hour.

AVAILABLE VARIABLES:
Vitro Jet I Type 25/45

Max Glass size 2.500 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet I Type 25/60

Max Glass size 2.500 x 6.000 mm

Vitro Jet I Type 28/45

Max Glass size 2.800 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet I Type 28/60

Max Glass size 2.800 x 6.000 mm
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Vitro Jet F TYPE F C SERIES

The highest quality at the highest speed.
Automatic glass positioning.
Very easy and precise positioning of irregular shapes.
Two independent belt stations integrated into the printing table increase productivity and reduce cycle time.
The exclusive Fast Frame Printing Tool, ideal for IG units, frameless windows, solar panels, automotive glass and TV screens.

Printing
speed:

Multicolor
printing

Single pass printing at 360 dpi up to 440 sqm/hour
Double pass printing at 720 dpi up to 230 sqm/hour.
4 pass printing at 1080 dpi up to 120 sqm/hour.
6 pass printing at 1440 dpi up to 85 sqm/hour.

AVAILABLE VARIABLES:
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Vitro Jet F C Series 12/25

Max Glass size 1.200 x 2.500 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 16/35

Max Glass size 1.600 x 3.500 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 22/40

Max Glass size 2.200 x 4.000 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 25/45

Max Glass size 2.500 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 28/45

Max Glass size 2.800 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 28/60

Max Glass size 2.800 x 6.000 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 33/60

Max Glass size 3.300 x 6.000 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 33/90

Max Glass size 3.300 x 9.000 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 33/120

Max Glass size 3.300 x 12.000 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 33/150

Max Glass size 3.300 x 15.000 mm

Vitro Jet F C Series 33/180

Max Glass size 3.300 x 18.000 mm
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Vitro Jet F TYPE F S SERIES SIDE KINETIX
Digital Printing changes direction.

Print always on the long side of the glass: the head moves crosswise to the print carriage,
lengthwise relative to the support table. A truly unique patented technology for an even
more versatile machine, one that increases print efficiency.
Up to 12 color channels available simultaneously at full speed.
All movements driven by high precision magnetic linear technology: the highest precision
with no mechanical wear.
Two independent belt stations integrated in the printing table.

AVAILABLE VARIABLES:

Printing
speed:
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Multicolor
printing

Vitro Jet F S Series 16/35

Max Glass size 1.600 x 3.500 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 22/40

Max Glass size 2.200 x 4.000 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 25/45

Max Glass size 2.500 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 28/45

Max Glass size 2.800 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 28/60

Max Glass size 2.800 x 6.000 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 33/60

Max Glass size 3.300 x 6.000 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 33/90

Max Glass size 3.300 x 9.000 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 33/120

Max Glass size 3.300 x 12.000 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 33/150

Max Glass size 3.300 x 15.000 mm

Vitro Jet F S Series 33/180

Max Glass size 3.300 x 18.000 mm

Single pass printing at 360 dpi up to 440 sqm/hour.
Double pass printing at 720 dpi up to 230 sqm/hour.
4 pass printing at 1080 dpi up to 120 sqm/hour.
6 pass printing at 1440 dpi up to 85 sqm/hour.
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Vitro Jet F TYPE F K SERIES
The best multifunctional machine
for Single Pass and Multi Pass printing.
Speed up, optimize and simplify printing operations for mass-production.
Perfectly combines fastest Single Pass and Multi Pass print speeds with the highest resolution and multicolor
print quality on large-sized sheets of glass.
Up to 7 color channels.
Optional Vitro Scan Tool: quickly and automatically scans the glass panel to detect the shape, positioning, thickness and
dimensions of the glass to then produce a perfect printing job.

AVAILABLE VARIABLES:
Vitro Jet F K Series 16/35

Max Glass size 1.600 x 3.500 mm

Vitro Jet F K Series 22/40

Max Glass size 2.200 x 4.000 mm

Vitro Jet F K Series 25/45

Max Glass size 2.500 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet F K Series 28/45

Max Glass size 2.800 x 4.500 mm

Vitro Jet F K Series 28/60

Max Glass size 2.800 x 6.000 mm

Printing
speed:
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Multicolor
printing

SINGLE PASS
MULTI PASS / ONE COLOR
MULTICOLOR
MULTICOLOR

20 seconds
90 seconds
Up to 90 sqm/hour
Up to 90 sqm/hour

4.500 x 1.200 mm glass size
4.500 x 2.500 mm glass size
720 dpi Stone or Wood Imitation
1.440 dpi photorealistic images
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Vitro Jet F TYPE
SINGLE PASS EVOLUTION
The most innovative, fast and accurate
tool for non-stop cycle production.
Flawless automation of the non-stop, continuous cycle print process on glass sizes up to
3.300 mm (300 mm separation between two contiguous sheets of glass).
Print speed / non-stop printing: 9 meters in 60 seconds, more than 500 meters per hour.
The Vitro Scan tool comes standard to ensure perfect print results. It automatically reads
and records the dimensions and position of the glass prior to printing.
Operating system capable of automatically re-sizing the image to be printed,
based on the data gathered by the Vitro Scan Tool.
10 color channels.

Printing
speed:

9 meters in 60 seconds – non-stop continuous cycle for glass sheets of any width.

AVAILABLE VARIABLES:
Vitro Jet F Type/SP 8/8

Max Glass size 800 mm x 800 mm

Vitro Jet F Type /SP 10/10

Max Glass size 1.000 mm x 1.000 mm

Vitro Jet F Type /SP 10/15

Max Glass size 1.000 mm x 1.500 mm

Vitro Jet F Type /SP 15/15

Max Glass size 1.500 mm x 1.500 mm

Vitro Jet F Type /SP 15/20

Max Glass size 1.500 mm x 2.000 mm

Vitro Jet F Type /SP 20/20

Max Glass size 2.000 mm x 2.000 mm
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Line components and Auxiliary machinery.
The widest range of turn key solution
for your decorative needs.

VITRO
CLIMA

VITRO
WASH

VITRO
HIT / HST
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Clean-room specially
designed for the needs of the
digital printing process.

Washing machine
developed for perfect glass
cleaning before printing.

IR and hot air in
combination for excellent drying
of digital ceramic inks.
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VITRO
M’S

Tilting and transport
tables for the digital printing
line.

VITRO
ROLL

VITRO
SCAN
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Roller coating machine designed for a perfect finishing and
integration in a complete printing line.

Quickly and automatically scans the glass panel to detect
the shape, positioning, thickness and dimensions of the glass
to then produce a job that is perfect to the millimeter
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TECGLASS VITRO MANAGER SOFTWARE PACKAGE.
The simplest and easiest tools for your creative projects.
RIP STATION
TILING MODULE
For immediate, automatic subdivision of the image onto many glass sheets, while perfectly combining the various panels.
CREATIVE PATTERN MODULE
Lets you apply a graphic pattern to an image and print it, creating multiple decorative effects from a single file.
CUT MODULE
Allows you to select any area of an already-processed image and print it directly without needing to re-program the graphic
editor.
RIPPING MODULE
Converts the most common graphic file types (.psd, .pdf, .jpeg, .tiff, etc.) to ready-to-use print files.
IMAGE PREVIEW MODULE
Allows you to preview what the final results of the print project will look like after the tempering process; lets you select and
calibrate the exact shade of color right from the start.
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OPERATOR STATION
FRAME MODULE
Lets you print a frame or a border without the need for graphic editing. The print operation is activated directly from the machine. This tool enhances
the flexibility and speed of the entire production process.
PATTERN MODULE
Lets you print a graphic motif or design pattern without the need for graphic editing.
The print operation is activated directly from the machine, on the fly.
LOGO MODULE
Lets you print any corporate logo or tracking number on glass, with different options
in terms of resolution, position and size; it comes with automatic date change, ideal for
bar codes, QR codes, etc.
OPERATION MODULE
Facilitates management of work progress, print processes and dimensions, machine movements,
the ink system, manual controls and all machine functions.
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Tecglass Inks.

The best machines deserve the best inks.
Supply and development of various ceramic inks have always been one of the main research and development activities of
Tecglass. This has led the company to have a comprehensive range of ceramic inks that are compatible with every modern
technology. High resistance to climatic stressors and humidity, excellent duration of chromatic effects over time, superior
resistance to abrasion in high traffic areas and ideal adaptability to the most advanced glass coatings are just some of the
features of Tecglass inks, demonstrated by exceptional results in all the tests.

JETVER INKS RANGE
JETVER BASE
Dedicated to the world of architecture and design.
Extremely high resistance to the effects of wear, abrasion,
UV radiation and climatic stress as Face 1 application.
Six basic colors to achieve an incredible color gamut
(White, Black, Yellow, Green, Blue and Red).
Magenta color to enhance the gamut when necessary.
Premixed colors following the international color standards
(RAL, Pantone, NCS, etc.).
JETVER ULTRA
A new line of inks engineered to enhance the colors
of glass walls and meet the needs of designers around the world.
Particularly brilliant colors, especially in the most diverse shades of red,
yellow and orange.
Face 2 for architecture and interior applications.
Available in all the colors, including special effects upon request.
JETVER FUNCTIONAL
Anti slip inks in compliance with the highest standards.
Conductive Inks to use with several applications (defrosting,
alarm-glass heating glass, etc.).
Face 1 Inks with the highest resistance to install in exterior face.
Available in several colors.
Etch effect Inks extra smooth etch effect, available in customized colors.
Transparent Inks.
DDTC Series - Digital Direct To Coating.

JETVER H A
Specifically developed for the Home Appliance
industry.
Special formulation to fit the firing process used
in the Home Appliance Industry.
Improved performance in terms of application,
coverage and chemical resistance.
Ideal to print dot, lines, text and brands without
gaps between the graphics.
Amazing results in the application of solid colors
in contact.
JETVER LUXURY
The most precious metal colors for the most
sophisticated projects
Gold Ink
Platinum Ink
Luster Ink

JETVER AUTOMOTIVE
Auto Black Ink in compliance with the industry requirements
Toyota test > 8 hours in all firing processes.
O.D. > 3.0 with thin layer
Anti stick properties
Extra high UV resistance.
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Marketing & Graphic services.
Powerful tools grow your business.
VITRO-DESIGN CATALOG

A catalog of ideas and solutions always available to our customers on our website. Here you can find inspiration for new designs. It is an outstanding
tool to use when you need to check or display the effect of the many images and graphic patterns that can be applied to glass. And a brilliant way to
highlight just what amazing work you can do with these machines.

GRAPHIC DESIGN SUPPORT

A team of designers at your complete disposal to get the best performance from your Tecglass printer.

VITRO-DESIGN APP

A nearly endless number of examples of designs and decorations is available, even on all mobile devices. Now, thanks to our exclusive Vitro-Design
App, is even easier to show your customers the incredible results that can be achieved with Tecglass machines and how stunning the designs will
look on glass. All of this quickly and easily, from any of your mobile devices, without even needing an internet connection – just download the App
and you will have a phenomenal sales tool right at your fingertips.

VITRO-PALETTE

Thousands of color formulations are stored in the computer, ready to use. Choose from RAL, Pantone, NCS or Color-book color formulations. No need
to develop a specific formulation from scratch, we’ve already done that for you.

MOCK-UP AND PRODUCTION SERVICE

We are here to help you with your daily business. On request, we conduct print tests and graphic image processing for innovative jobs and
applications, adding to the speed with which you can satisfy your clients’ needs.
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tecglass - plot p-8a, 3rd phase, pol. ind. lalin 200-36500, lalin (pontevedra) – spain
ph +34 986 787 627 - comercial@tecglass.es - www.tecglassdigital.com
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